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Abst ract  
Quadratic programming problems arising from the discretization of free boundary elliptic problems with the spatial 
domain comprising several subdomains are considered. An algorithm for the solution of these problems i proposed that 
combines our algorithm recently presented for the solution of quadratic programming problems with a duality-based 
domain decomposition method of the Neumann-Neumann type. The characteristic feature of the algorithm is that it 
reduces the problem to a sequence of well-conditioned auxiliary problems with the precision controlled by the norm of 
the unbalanced contact residual. The algorithm may be implemented with projections so that it is capable to drop and 
add many constraints whenever the active set is changed. Numerical experiments with simple model problems indicate 
that the algorithm is robust and efficient. The algorithm can prove useful in parallel computing environment. 
Keywords: Domain decomposition; Quadratic programming; Linear complementarity problems; Inexact solution of 
auxiliary minimization problems; Free boundary elliptic problems 
1. Introduction 
Let A = diag(A1 .... , Ap) denote a symmetric positive-semidefinite matrix of order n, let B de- 
note an m x n full rank matrix, and let b E R n, c e •m. We will consider the quadratic programming 
problem to find 
min -- {f(x): x ~ ~}, (1) 
where f (x )  = ½ xTAx -- xrb and ~ = {x: Bx <<. c}. Moreover, we will assume that (1) arises from 
the discretization of free boundary elliptic problems [7-1 with the spatial domain g2 comprising 
subdomains O1, ..., f2p so that n is large, m is much less than n, and A1 .... , Ap are band 
matrices. 
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An important application is the problem to find an equilibrium of the system of elastic bodies in 
contact without friction [8]. In this case, subdomains O~, ..., t2p may be identified with the elastic 
bodies, matrices A x,..., Ap are their stiffness matrices with possibly enhanced equality constraints, 
and B describes the incremental noninterpenetration condition. 
In this paper, we report an algorithm for the solution of (1) that blends our algorithm recently 
presented for the solution Of quadratic programming problems [2, 3! and the duality-based 
domain decomposition for linear problems tudied recently in [4-6]. Basic theoretical results and 
numerical experiments indicate that the algorithm is robust and efficient. 
2. Duality and domain decomposition 
First observe that 
min {f(x): x ~ ~} = min sup L(x, 2), (2) 
x ~.~>0 
where L(x, 2) =f(x)  + 2T(Bx -- c) is the Lagrange function. Using the duality theory, it may be 
shown that the problem (2) is equivalent to the problem to find 
min {0(2): 2 >i 0' and Rr(b - BT2) = 0}, (3) 
where 0 (2) = ½ 2 7 BA + BT2 -- 2 r (BA ÷ b - c), R denotes a matrix whose columns pan the null space 
of A, and A ÷ denotes a generalized inverse that satisfies AA+A = A. Let us recall that 
A + = diag(A~- .... , Ap +) and that Ai + = A~-1 for regular blocks. If Ai is singular then it is easy to 
check that there is a permutation matrix P~ and a nonsingular matrix F~ such that 
(F~ G~ )and  A~+=PI (Fo  1 00) PTA,P,= G~ aTFi - la i  eTi" 
Having 2 that minimizes (3), the solution x of (1) can be evaluated. In particular, if A is positive 
definite then x = A-~(b-Br2) .  If A is singular and R is a full rank matrix then 
x = Ra + A + (b - BX2), where 
.~ (RTBTBR) -  1 RTBT(e _ BA + (b - BT2)) (4) 
with (/3, 0 formed by the rows of (B, c) that correspond to nonzero entries of 2. 
3. Proportioning 
We will consider here the problem (1) with ~ = {x: 0 ~< x} and a positive definite A. The only 
solution x of this problem satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker boundary conditions 
rl = 0 for xi > 0 and r/- = 0 for xl = 0, (5) 
where r = Ax -- b and r7 --- min {ri, 0}. Let us denote by ~¢(x) and ~(x)  the active set and the free 
set of x, respectively, i.e. ~¢(x) = {i: Xl = 0} and ~(x)  = {i: xi ~: 0}. The unbalanced contact residual 
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fl(x) and free residual tp(x) are defined by 
qgi(x) = ri for i e ~(x)  and tpi(x) = 0 for i ~ ~¢(x), 
f l i (x)=0 fo r in t (x )  and f l i (x)=r7 for ie~C(x). 
Hence, conditions (5) are equivalent to tp(x) = 0 and fl(x) = 0. 
The algorithm that we proposed in [2] is a modification of the Polyak algorithm that controls 
the precision of the solution of auxiliary problems by the norm of violation of the Kuhn-Tucker 
boundary condition in each iteration x i. If for F > 0 the inequality II/~(x i) II ~ ~</" II~p (x ~) II 2 holds 
then we call x ~ proportional. The algorithm explores the face ~¢/~ = {y: y~ = 0 for i e I} with a given 
active set I as long as the iterations are proportional. If x i is not proportional, we generate x i+ 1 by 
means of the decrease direction d~= - f l (x  ~) in a process that we call the proportioning and we 
continue by exploring the new face defined by I = ~¢(x ~÷ 1). Observe that we can move in the 
direction d i arbitrarily without violating any constraint. The class of algorithms driven by 
proportioning may be defined as follows. 
Algorithm 3.1. (General proportioning scheme). Let x ° ~ ~ and F > 0 be given. For k > 0, choose 
xk+ 1 by the following rules: 
(i) If x i is not proportional, define x k÷ 1 by proportioning. 
(ii) If x k is proportional, choose a feasible xk÷ 1 so that f (x k÷ 1) << f (x k) and x k÷ 1 satisfies at least 
one of the conditions ~(x  k) d/z~(x k+ 1), xk+ 1 is not proportional, or x k÷ ~ minimizes f (0  subject o 
~ ~t/~i, I = ~ (xk). 
The basic theoretical result has been proved in [2-1. 
Theorem 3.2. Let x k denote an infinite sequence generated by Algorithm 3.1 with a given x ° and 
F > O. Let  ~ = {x: 0 ~< x} and let f (x )  be a strictly convex quadratic function. Then the following 
statements are true: 
(i) x k converges to the solution ~ of(l). 
(ii) I f  problem (1) is not degenerate then there is k such that ~ = x k. 
(iii) I f  F >>, to(A) 1/2, where r,(A) is the spectral condition number of A, then there is k such that 
X:X  k. 
4. Proportioning and duality-based omain decomposition 
If f (x )  is a strictly convex problem then the solution of the dual problem (3) reduces to the 
minimization of a strictly convex quadratic functional 0(2) subject to simple constraints 2/> 0. 
Such problems may be solved by Algorithm 3.1 with step (ii) implemented by means of the 
conjugate gradient method. 
The simplest implementation of this step starts with yO= 2k and generates the conjugate 
gradient iterations yl, y2 .... for min {0(y) y e "W~, I = ~¢(yO)} until yi is found that is not feasible 
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or not proportional or minimizes O(y) subject o 2 ~> 0. If yi is feasible then we put /~k+ I = yi, 
otherwise y i= y i - l _  ~ip~ is not feasible and we can find ~/ such that 2k+1= y~- l _  ~pl is 
feasible and d(2)  k q: ~¢(2k+~). We will call the resulting algorithm the feasible proportion- 
in# [2]. 
An obvious drawback of feasible proportioning is that the algorithm is usually unable to add 
more than one index to the active set in one iteration. A simple but efficient alternative is to replace 
the feasibility condition by f(Py~+ 1) <<f(py~), where Py denotes the projection onto the set f2 = {2: 
2 :> 0}. If the conjugate gradient iterations are interrupted when the condition f(Py~+ 1) > f(py~) is 
satisfied then a new iteration is defined by 2 k = Pyi. The resulting modification of the feasible 
proportioning algorithm is called the monotone proportioning [2, 3]. The algorithm may be further 
modified in order to avoid two evaluations of the energy functional in each iteration using 
estimates of the energy functional I-3]. 
If f (x) is not strictly convex then the initial approximation for the solution of (3) has to be found 
by means of a suitable technique of quadratic programming and the proportioning algorithm 
should be modified by means of orthogonal projections as in [6] so that the iterations yi satisfy the 
condition RX(b - BTy ~) = 0. We will give the details elsewhere. 
5. Performance 
Theoretical results and numerical experiments in [9] concerning linear problems indicate that 
the distribution of spectra of BA+B x is more favourable for the conjugate gradient method than 
that of the Schur complement that was used in [1]. Thus, we may hope that the minimization of(3) 
on each face will not require many iterations. Moreover, the application of proportioning enables 
us to recognize faces that do not contain the solution before the minimum on the current face is 
reached. On the other hand, monotone proportioning grants that the exploration of any face is not 
interrupted unless there is a good reason for it, so that there is a chance to explore the 
self-preconditioning properties of the conjugate gradient method [10]. 
We have tested our algorithm on two model problems. Let O1 = (0, 1) x (0, 1), f22 = (1, 2) x (0, 1), 
/'c = ~1 (-h ~2, P~ (x, y) = - 1 for (x, y) e (0, 1) x I-0.75, 1), P~ (x, y) = 0 for (x, y) e (0, 1) x (0, 0.75), 
P2(x, y) -- - 1 for (x, y) ~ (1, 2) x (0, 0.25) and P2(x, y) = 0 for (x, y) ~ (1, 2) x (0.25, 1). 
To test the regular case, we considered the continuous problem of minimizing 
f(ul, U2) ~- ~ I Vuil 2dr2 -- eu idQ 
i=1 ~ 
subject o ul (0, y) = u2(2 ,  y) = 0 and ul (1, y) ~< U2(1, y) for y e [0, 1]. To test the singular case, we 
considered the prolem of minimizing the same functional subject to ul(O,y)= 0 and 
ul (1, y) ~< u2 (1, y) for y e [0, 1]. An important feature of the latter problem is the lack of Dirichlet 
data on the boundary of f22. Our model problems arose from the finite difference discretization of
these problems in regular grid of 21 × 21 nodes in each subregion. We took the zero initial 
approximation i both cases. 
We solved both the problems by the feasible proportioning method. To reduce the residual by 
10- s required 12 iterations for the regular problem and 13 iterations for the singular problem. The 










Fig. 1. Solution of the regular model problem. 
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Fig. 2. Solution of the singular model problem. 
solutions are in Figs. 1 and 2. We conclude that there are problems which can be efficiently solved 
by the methods presented. 
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